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There ie no simple relationship between the magni 
tude of the electromagnetic tilt angles and the else and minerali- 
eation content of the oautative conductor. For example, a shear 
cone* 100 feet wide, containing only a few percent of sulphides* 
may give rise to the same magnitude of the tilt angle as a 10 
foot eone of W# sulphides or of an even smaller amount of well 
interconnected platy graphite* Much depends, also* on the posi 
tion of the transmitter coil relative to the conductor*

PROPERTY

This property consists of 35 olalas surrounding 
little Duck Uk* in the Thunder Bay District of Northern Ontario, 
approximately 15 miles north-east of the Town of Schreiber on 
the Canadian Pacific Railway*

This area has been mapped by Bartley** The pro 
perty is underlain primarily by Keewatin basic to intermediate 
lavas which have been intruded by quarts porphyry dikes and 
larger masses* Considerable scattered pyrite* sphalerite, 
galena and chalcopyrite has been noted on manor portions of this 
property and Bartley makes particular reference to four indi 
vidual prospects which have been worked at one time or another 
on this property*

Most of the mineralization is confined to narrow 
carbonate veins and replacement cones carrying moderate amounts 
of sulphides and occasionally appreciable gold values*

QENKRAI, OBOPHY8ICAI, CONCLUSIONS It RECOMMENDATIONS

A total of nine more or less distinct conductors 
have been indicated by this electromagnetic survey* These con 
ductors occur primarily in the eastern half of the property. They 
are of relatively low magnitude, electrically speaking, whereas 
many of them demonstrate apparent continuity over aa much at * 
one half mile in strike length* Several of these correlate well 
with known mineral occurrences and the remainder may represent 
mineralised sones which have possibly not yet been prospected.

Bartley, K* W* "Geology of the Big Duck-Aguasabon Lakes Area91 
O.D.M. Report, Volume XIJX, Part VII, 19i
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GENERAL GEOPHYSICAL CONCLUSIONS ft RECOMMEKDATION3~Ctd.

Because of the small electrical magnitude of the 
conductors* it is not expected that any of these conductors would 
be of economic importance for base metal mineralisation, with 
the possible exception of a sphalerite deposit low in pyrite*

In view of the mineralogical association in this 
area, however* any of the cones night bear investigation as 
being of potential interest from the standpoint of gold deposits* 
It is recommended that the nine conductor zones be investigated 
geologically and exploratory drilling should be based upon 
favourable geological indications on any portion of these con 
duct ore t It would be impossible, on the basis of the electro 
magnetic data alone to indicate with any degree of certainty the 
order of economic importance to be attached to these conductors.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The accompanying plan map on a scale of 1H s 200* 
shows the distribution of the electromagnetic tilt angles obtained 
in this survey and the conductors deduced therefrom* The con 
ductors have been numbered, for purposes of reference, from l to 
9* It will be noted that the magnitude of the electromagnetic 
tilts from these conductors generally is less than 10 degrees 
peak-to-peak, with the exceptional profile attaining 15 degrees 
peak-to-peak*

In view of the causitive conductors lying very close 
to the ground surface, which is indicated by the shape of the pro 
files, we must conclude that we are dealing with relatively poor 
conductors such as might be represented by a disssmenation of 
sulphide mineralisation over, at most, 10 feet or so of a sheared 
zone. It does not appear likely, therefore, that any of these 
conductors can be of direct economic interest from the point of 
a base metal deposit with the possible exception of a type of 
mineralisation which is low in pyrite and high in sphalerite. 
Sphalerite itself is a poor conductor* unlike chalcopyrite or 
galena. The various conductors strike in a generally easterly 
and north-easterly direction*

Conductor #6 correlates fairly well with the Little 
Duck Lake lead - zinc - copper Bone in its south-westerly portion, 
and with the Beaver gold - lead - sine - copper aone in its north 
easterly portion.
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DISCUSSION o RESS ~
Conductor #5 oorrtlattt with tht Coot gold ** 

copper fsont and conductor #4, with tht Fithtr gold tone*

Conductors H, #2, #3* Id and #9 hart not been 
specifically noted by Mr* Bartley at having bttn prospected,

potentialities of thttt untxplortd tontt 
should be as great as those which have heretofore bttn investi 
gated.

Conductor #3* in particular, would seem to 
correlate in position -approximately with a quartf porphyry 
dike which hat been /sapped by Mr* Bartley* Thit night hart 
some economic interest because it hat bttn noted that tht gold 
values art often associated with tht quarts porphyritt in thit 
area*

In view of tht grtat Itngth of atny of thttt 
conductors and thtir low electric magnitude, it it not deemed 
advisable to recommend drilling at thit tint on tht basis of 
the electromagnetic data alone* However, in vitw of tht grtat 
density of outcrop on thit property, it it probablt that nest 
of these conductors can bt prospected by, at Mott, a snail 
amount of trenching* It it therefore rtoonntndtd that tht 
necessary geologic investigations bt arritd out* On tht batlt 
of these investigations, it nay bt possible to reconmend 
drilling on a limittd number of thttt conductors*

Harold 0. Seigel, 
Consulting Qeophysicist*

June 15th, 1954*
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